
Magnetic plasma and 
(unusual) confinement 

Edward Shuryak
Stony Brook

Confinement phenomenon for a long time was associated with Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) 
of magnetic monopoles. In previous works we had shown that it is indeed the case for lattice 
monopoles, which in pure gauge theory are about as numerous near Tc as gluons. 
We can now show that with increasing number of quark flavors to Nf=O(10) 
the deconfinement transition moves to much stronger coupling, and thus magnetic
monopoles will dominate electric excitations. Quark zero modes create many states,
most of them negatively affecting the BEC. We will also speculate that ``unusual" magnetic 
objects can undergo BEC, as  they known to do so in supersymmetric analogs of multi-flavor QCD.
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Magnetic objects and their 
dynamics: classics 

•  Dirac explained how magnetic charges may coexists with 
quantum mechanics (1934) 

•  �t Hooft and Polyakov discovered monopoles in Non-Abelian 
gauge theories (1974) 

•  �t Hooft and Mandelstamm suggested �dual superconductor� 
mechanism for confinement (1982) 

•  Seiberg and Witten shown how it works, in the N=2 Super -
Yang-Mills theory (1994) 
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�magnetic scenario�:   
(color) 
magnetic monopoles 
are important 
excitations near Tc 

•  Strongly coupled plasma with electric and magnetic 
charges. 
  Liao,ES,   Phys.Rev.C75:054907,2007.  
 hep-ph/0611131 

•   Magnetic component of Yang-Mills 
plasma,M.N.Chernodub and V.I.Zakharov, 98, 082002 
(2007)  [arXiv:hep-ph/0611228]. 

•  Electric Flux Tube in Magnetic Plasma. 
Liao,ES, Phys.Rev.C77:064905,2008.  
 arXiv:0706.4465 

•  Magnetic monopoles in the high temperature phase of 
Yang-Mills theories, A.D'Alessandro and M.D'Elia, 
Nucl.Phys.B 799, 241 (2008)  [arXiv:0711.1266  

•  Magnetic Component of Quark-Gluon Plasma is also a 
Liquid! Liao,ES,  
Phys.Rev.Lett.101:162302,2008.  
e-Print: arXiv:0804.0255  

•  Angular Dependence of Jet Quenching Indicates Its 
Strong Enhancement Near the QCD Phase Transition. 
Jinfeng Liao,, Edward Shuryak Phys.Rev.Lett.
102:202302,2009.  
e-Print: arXiv:0810.4116 

•  Thermal Monopole Condensation and Confinement in 
finite temperature Yang-Mills Theories. 
Alessio D'Alessandro, Massimo D'Elia, Edward 
Shuryak, . Feb 2010. 17pp. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Four lectures on strongly 
coupled Quark Gluon Plasma. 
Edward Shuryak, (SUNY, Stony 
Brook) . 2009. 46pp.  
Published in 
Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.
195:111-156,2009. 

See Massimo�s talk 3



 =>electric/magnetic couplings (e/g) 
 must run in the opposite directions!    

Old good Dirac 
condition  

the  �equilibrium line� 

αs(el)= αs(mag) =1 
needs to be in the 
plasma phase 

  monopoles should be dense  enough and 
sufficiently weakly coupled before 
deconfinement to get BEC 

 =>αs(mag) < αs(el): how small 

can αs(mag)  be?  

αs(electric)  αs(magnetic)=1 
``magnetic scenario�: Liao,ES hep-ph/0611131,Chernodub+Zakharov  

αs(el) 

αs(mag) 
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monopoles in QCD?
• there is no adjoint scalar

• yet there is e.g. <P> or <A_4> which can 
substitute in Euclidean formulation

• monopoles in corresponding gauges (which 
make at least one loop around the time 
tau) are identified and found to be lattice-
independent (=physical?)
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confinement=BEC of monopoles? 
(Mandelstam,‘tHooft)

• flux tubes can be studied on 
the lattice

• their profile matches well 
with the dual flux tube 
solution (curve)
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The dual Maxwell equations have been verified in APSU(2) and
the fields are adequately described by the dual Ginzburg-Landau 
equations with the values $\lambda=0.15(2)$~fm and $\xi=0.25(3)$~fm
for penetration and coherence length, respectively. These values
correspond to a (dual) photon mass
$m_{\gamma}\approx 1.3$~GeV$\approx 3\sigma$
and a Higgs mass of $m_H\approx 0.8$~GeV$\approx 2\sigma$,
the ratio of which, $\kappa=\lambda/\xi=0.59(13)$, indicates
the vacuum of $SU(2)$ gauge theory to be a (weak) type I 
superconductor
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x-Correlations   
 show it is a liquid 
=> Magnetic 
Coulomb coupling 

monopole density 
strongly grows  
as T=> Tc 
 

+- 

++ 

Spring 2008 

Lattice SU(2) gauge theory, monopoles found and followed by Min.Ab.gauge  
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Our MD for 50-50 MQP/EQP 
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αs(electric)**and*αs(magne0c)****************************************************

do#run#in#opposite#direc-ons!#
•  Squares:#fi4ed#magne-c#
coupling,#circles:#its#inverse#
compared#to#asympto-c#
freedom#(dashed)##

•  Effec-ve#plasma#parameter#
(here#for#magne-c)#

•  So,#the#monopoles#are#
never*weakly*coupled!*

•  (just*enough*to*get*Bose<
condenced)#
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Bose%Einstein*condensa.on*of**interac.ng*par.cles**
Bose%Einstein*Condensa.on*of*strongly*interac.ng*bosons:*From*liquid*He%4*to*QCD*

monopoles.Marco*CristoforeB*,*Edward*Shuryak*
*Phys.Rev.*D80*(2009)*054013*e%Print:*arXiv:0906.2019)*

•  Feynman*theory*(for*liquid*He4):**polygons***********************
BEC*if*exp(%∆S(jump))>.16*or*so*(1/Nnaighbours)*

We calculated ``instantons” for particles 
jumping paths in a liquid and  

solid He4 incuding realistic atomic potentials 
and understood 2 known effects: 

(i)  Why Tc grows with repulsive interaction<= 
because a jump proceeds faster under the 
barrier 

 (ii) no supersolid He => density too large 
and action above critical 

Marco is doing Path Integral simulations with 
permutations numerically, to refine conditions 
when BEC transitions take place 

Jumping 
 paths: 
Feynman, 
interacting 
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FIG. 1: A possible contribution to the path integral representation of the partition function of 7 identical particles, in which
the particles undergo a permutation made up of a 1-cycle, a 2-cycle and a 4-cycle.

III. MONOPOLE CONDENSATION

If we interpret the set of wrapping monopole trajectories, extracted from one gauge configuration of our Monte-
Carlo sample, as one possible configuration of the Euclidean path integral representation of an ensemble of identical
monopoles and antimonopoles at thermal equilibrium, then a trajectory which wraps k times before closing can be
interpreted as a set of k monopoles (or antimonopoles) which permutate cyclically after going through the periodic
Euclidean time direction.
In the path integral describing N identical particles at thermal equilibrium, each possible configuration of the N

particle paths contributing to the functional integral needs to be periodic, apart from a possible permutation of the N
particles (the sign of the permutation is attached to the contribution if the particles are fermions). That means that
the configuration is not necessarily composed of N closed paths (that would correspond to the identical permutation),
but is in general made up of M closed paths, with M ! N : if the j-th path wraps kj times around the Euclidean

time direction then
!M

j=1 kj = N and the configuration corresponds to a permutation made up of M cycles of sizes
k1, k2, . . . kM . In Fig. 1 we report an example corresponding to a permutation of 7 particles partitioned into a 1-cycle,
a 2-cycle and a 4-cycle.
If e!ects related to quantum statistics are negligible, i.e. if the system is very close to the Boltzmann approximation,

configurations corresponding to permutations di!erent from the identical one are expected to have a negligible weight
in the path integral, so that trajectories wrapping more than one time, corresponding to the exchange of two or more
particles, are very rare. The number of trajectories wrapping more and more times is instead expected to increase
as quantum e!ects become more important, and this should be especially true close to a transition associated with
Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) (or with similar phenomena).

A. Numerical simulations

In Table I we report the normalized average densities !k/T 3 of trajectories wrapping k times as a function of
temperature, determined for SU(2) pure gauge theory by use of the standard plaquette action and of the MAG
Abelian projection. Data include both monopole and antimonopole trajectories and have been obtained by extracting
monopole currents from samples consisting of O(103) independent gauge configurations for each value of T . The
superscript a or b above the temperature value refers to two di!erent values of the inverse gauge coupling, " = 2.70
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FIG. 2: Normalized densities !k/T
3 as a function of T/Tc.

proportional2 to

!

P

|xP1
. . . xPN !

where the sum is over all the possible permutations P of the N particles. The partition function can be written as

Z =
1

N !

!

P

"

d3x1 . . .

"

d3xN "xP1
. . . xPN |e!!H |x1 . . . xN ! . (9)

We keep only the kinetic term K = p2/(2m) of the Hamiltionian H , discarding interactions and relativistic e!ects:
we shall discuss these approximations in Section III C.
The assumption of absence of particle-particle interactions implies that the matrix element in Eq. (9) can be

conveniently factorized according to the decomposition of the permutation into disjoint cycles. To clarify this point,
consider the following explicit case involving 5 particles and a permutation composed of a 3-cycle plus a 2-cycle:

"x3, x1, x2, x5, x4|e!H/T |x1, x2, x3, x4, x5! =
"x3, x1, x2|e!(p2

1
+p2

2
+p2

3
)/(2mT )|x1, x2, x3!"x5, x4|e!(p2

4
+p2

5
)/(2mT )|x4, x5! . (10)

Also the integration in Eq. (9) can be carried on independently over groups of x variables belonging to the same
cycle, so that each summand permutation can be factorized into a product of di!erent contributions and the partition
function can be rewritten as follows:

Z =
1

N !

!

P

#

k

znk

k (11)

2 The normalization factor is 1/
!
N ! if the N coordinates are all di!erent and changes otherwise.
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Thermal Monopole Condensation and Confinement
in finite temperature Yang-Mills Theories

Alessio D’Alessandro, Massimo D’Elia1 and Edward V. Shuryak2
1Dipartimento di Fisica, Università di Genova and INFN, Via Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, Italy

2Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of New York, Stony Brook NY 11794-3800, USA
(Dated: February 22, 2010)

We investigate the connection between Color Confinement and thermal Abelian monopoles popu-
lating the deconfined phase of SU(2) Yang-Mills theory, by studying how the statistical properties of
the monopole ensemble change as the confinement/deconfinement temperature is approached from
above. In particular we study the distribution of monopole currents with multiple wrappings in
the Euclidean time direction, corresponding to two or more particle permutations, and show that
multiple wrappings increase as the deconfinement temperature is approached from above, in a way
compatible with a condensation of such objects happening right at the deconfining transition. We
also address the question of the thermal monopole mass, showing that di!erent definitions give
consistent results only around the transition, where the monopole mass goes down and becomes of
the order of the critical temperature itself.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 64.60.Bd, 12.38.Aw, 67.85.Jk

I. INTRODUCTION

Color confinement is not yet fully understood in terms of the first principles of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).
Models exist which relate confinement to the condensation of topological defects in the QCD ground state; one of
them is based on dual superconductivity of the QCD vacuum [1, 2]. According to this model, color confinement is due
to the spontaneous breaking of a magnetic simmetry, induced by the condensation of magnetically charged defects
(e.g. magnetic monopoles), which yields a non-vanishing magnetically charged Higgs condensate.
The existence of a new phase of matter, in which quark and gluons are deconfined (Quark-Gluon Plasma), is a

well defined prediction of lattice QCD simulations: the deconfined phase is under active experimental search in heavy
ion experiments. However the physical properties expected for this phase are not yet clearly understood: the Quark-
Gluon Plasma (QGP) is still strongly interacting above the deconfining temperature Tc and its properties may be
more similar to those of an almost perfect liquid.
One of the hypotheses which have been put forward in the recent past is that QGP properties may be dominated

by a magnetic component [3–5]. In Ref. [4] such magnetic component has been related to thermal Abelian monopoles
evaporating from the magnetic condensate which is believed to induce color confinement at low temperatures; moreover
it has been proposed to detect such thermal monopoles in finite temperature lattice QCD simulations, by identifying
them with monopole currents having a non-trivial wrapping in the Euclidean temporal direction [4, 6, 7]. First
numerical investigations of these wrapping trajectories were performed in Ref. [6] and [7], while a systematic study,
regarding the deconfined phase of SU(2) Yang-Mills theory, has been performed in Ref. [8].
The definition of Abelian magnetic monopoles in non-Abelian gauge theories requires the identification of Abelian

degrees of freedom: that is done usually by a procedure known as Abelian projection and relies on the choice of an
adjoint field. Since no natural adjoint field exists in usual QCD, that implies some arbitrariness; a popular choice is
to perform the projection in the so-called Maximal Abelian gauge (MAG). Results obtained in Ref. [8] have shown
that, as already well known for Abelian monopole currents in general, also the number and the locations of monopole
currents with a non-trivial wrapping in the Euclidean time direction are quantities which depend on the choice of the
Abelian projection.
Despite that, the density and the spatial correlation functions of MAG thermal monopoles show a negligible de-

pendence on the UV cut-o! [8], as expected for a physical quantity. The temperature dependence of the monopole
density, !, is not compatible with a (massive or massless) free particle behavior and is instead well described, in the
whole range of temperatures explored, by a behavior ! ! T 3/(logT/"eff)2 with "eff " 100 MeV, while the behavior
! ! T 3/(logT )3, predicted by dimensional reduction arguments, is compatible with data for T > 5 Tc. This is in
agreement with the picture of an electric dominated phase for Yang–Mills theories at very high temperatures, in which
the magnetic component is strongly interacting [3].
Moreover the study of density–density spatial correlation functions has verified the presence of a repulsive (attrac-

tive) interaction for a monopole–monopole (monopole–antimonopole) pair, which at large distances is in agreement
with a screened Coulomb potential and a screening length of the order of 0.1 fm. The above results have suggested a
liquid-like behavior for the thermal monopole ensemble above Tc [9] and stimulated further research about the possible
role of magnetic monopoles in the Quark-Gluon Plasma [10–12].
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Gluon Plasma (QGP) is still strongly interacting above the deconfining temperature Tc and its properties may be
more similar to those of an almost perfect liquid.
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evaporating from the magnetic condensate which is believed to induce color confinement at low temperatures; moreover
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currents with a non-trivial wrapping in the Euclidean time direction are quantities which depend on the choice of the
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pendence on the UV cut-o! [8], as expected for a physical quantity. The temperature dependence of the monopole
density, !, is not compatible with a (massive or massless) free particle behavior and is instead well described, in the
whole range of temperatures explored, by a behavior ! ! T 3/(logT/"eff)2 with "eff " 100 MeV, while the behavior
! ! T 3/(logT )3, predicted by dimensional reduction arguments, is compatible with data for T > 5 Tc. This is in
agreement with the picture of an electric dominated phase for Yang–Mills theories at very high temperatures, in which
the magnetic component is strongly interacting [3].
Moreover the study of density–density spatial correlation functions has verified the presence of a repulsive (attrac-

tive) interaction for a monopole–monopole (monopole–antimonopole) pair, which at large distances is in agreement
with a screened Coulomb potential and a screening length of the order of 0.1 fm. The above results have suggested a
liquid-like behavior for the thermal monopole ensemble above Tc [9] and stimulated further research about the possible
role of magnetic monopoles in the Quark-Gluon Plasma [10–12].
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FIG. 4: Chemical potentials reported in Table II for ! = 0 and ! = 2.5 and two di!erent lattice spacings, together with a fit
of them according to Eq. (24).

! TBEC/Tc "! #2/d.o.f.
3 1.005(13) 0.71(5) 2.24
2.5 1.000(12) 0.68(5) 1.23
2 0.989(13) 0.68(5) 1.72
0 0.988(15) 0.61(5) 2.34

TABLE III: Results of the fit of chemical potentials according to µ̂ = A (T ! TBEC)
!!

, for various di!erent values of !. The
lowest temperature, T = 1.017, has always been discarded from the fit.

the following, however it should be clear that in the present context, in which we are dealing with a neutral plasma
of monopoles and antimonopoles, it should be better regarded as a parameter for an e!ective description of the
distribution in the number of k-cycles.
The result obtained in the free case, f(k) = (!3k5/2)!1, can be modified by interactions in various ways. In the case

of a dilute hard sphere gas model, reported in Ref. [23], f(k) is the same as in the free case plus corrections of order
r/!, where r is the sphere radius. Part of the interactions could be also taken into account by an e!ective dynamical
mass, as done by Feynman for the study of 4He. In general we may expect a leading contribution f(k) ! 1/k!,
where " could be di!erent from 5/2 (this is also the way in which relativistic e!ects should show up). In any case,
the approach to condensation should be signalled by the vanishing of the chemical potential, i.e. at the condensation
point large k-cycles should cease to be suppressed exponentially in k. This is exactly what we want to check on
our data reported in Table I. As we shall discuss soon, the outcome is that the vanishing of the chemical potential
happens at a point which is compatible with Tc and that this result is remarkably stable for various di!erent choices
of the function f(k).
We have tried to fit our data for the normalized densities #k/T 3 according to Ae!µ̂k/k!. In order to obtain

reasonable values for $2/d.o.f. we had to take into account only data with k > 2 " 3 for T # 1.2 Tc and with k > 1
for higher temperatures. If the " parameter is left free, the $2 is minimized for " around 2 for most of the explored

The lesson: monopoles at Tc, 
behave as He4

 =>Bose-Einstein 
condensation 
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E↵ect of Light Fermions on the Confinement Transition in QCD-like Theories

Jinfeng Liao1, 2, ⇤ and Edward Shuryak3, †
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3
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Dependence of the deconfinement transition parameters on the fermion content provides informa-
tion on the mechanism of confinement. Recent progress in lattice gauge theories has allowed to study
it for light flavor number Nf ⇠ O(10) and found this transition to shift toward significantly stronger
coupling. We propose an explanation for that: light fermions can occupy the chromo-magnetic
monopoles, via zero modes, making them “distinguishable” and unsuitable for Bose-Einstein Con-
densation. Such dilution of unoccuplied monopoles is compensated by stronger coupling that makes
them lighter and more numerous. We also suggest that flavor-carrying quark-monopole objects
account for the density beyond quark Fermi sphere seen in cold dense phase of Nc = 2 lattice QCD.

1. The color confinement of Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD) remains to be one of the most outstanding
puzzles of the Standard Model, in spite of intense studies
via lattice QCD simulations [1]. By virtue of the asymp-
totic freedom, at high temperature the e↵ective coupling
is weak and the matter is in a deconfined phase known as
the quark-gluon plasma, or QGP [2]. When T is lowered,
as has happened after the Big Bang or in heavy ion col-
lisions, the e↵ective coupling grows. At certain critical
temperature T

c

, a transition into the confined hadronic
world occurs[3, 4]. Physics had many examples in which
the dependence of T

c

on some parameters had o↵ered
crucial insights: e.g. when the T

c

of superconductivity
had shown an isotope mass dependence. Our strategy is
similar: examining how this transition depends on the
fermion representation and flavor number N

f

may lead
to insights about the mechanism of confinement.

Our phenomenological input comes from the lattice
studies. A (very incomplete) list of those ranges from
the well studied region of N

f

= 2, 3 (see e.g. [5, 6] to the
recent extension toward N

f

= 8 [7, 8] and even N
f

= 12
[9], which has attracted special attention in connection
with the search for a conformal regime, see e.g. [10].
There are also studies with adjoint [11–13] and tensor-
symetric quarks [14] in similar regime, see e.g. reviews
[15, 16]. Starting from the pure gauge theory (N

f

= 0)
and increasing N

f

, one finds the monotonous and persis-
tent shift toward the stronger coupling at T

c

. (The value
of T

c

itself is usually expressed via units customary in
lattice community, which fixes the T = 0 string tension
to the same real-world value. We will not use such units
as they confuse the comparison across di↵erent QCD-like
theories.) The absolute magnitude of the gauge coupling
constant �

c

at the transition temperature T
c

, instead,
bears more direct information. For doing so, we evolve
the critical lattice coupling �

L

= 2Nc/g2 at the lattice

⇤
Electronic address: liaoji@indiana.edu

†
Electronic address: shuryak@tonic.physics.sunysb.edu

scale a (by 2-loop running) to the scale 1/T
c

= N
⌧

a :

✓
2N

c

�
c

◆� b1
b20

e�
(4⇡)2

2Ncb0
�c = N2

⌧

✓
2N

c

�
L

◆� b1
b20

e�
(4⇡)2

2Ncb0
�L (1)

where b0, b1 are the usual �-function coe�cients. In Fig.1
we’ve collected such �

c

values for theories with varied N
f

from various lattice simulations. Although the qualita-
tive trend is clear, quantitatively it is still hard to com-
pare the works of di↵erent lattice groups even for the
same theory due to e.g. di↵erence in the actions used.
Only the recent data from N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12 from the
same group [9] (shown as blue boxes in Fig.1) allow for di-
rect comparison. (These results are for chiral restoration,
which for the fundamental quarks is believed to trace
the deconfinement rather closely.) The main observation
from Fig.1 is that the critical coupling �

c

changes by a
substantial factor when the flavor number increases from
N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12. Similarly, the N
c

= 2 theory with
two adjoint fermions flows into the coupling at the in-
frared fixed point 1/g2⇤ = 0.20(4)(3) [13], about a factor
4 stronger than the critical one at the deconfinement of
the N

c

= 2 pure gauge theory.
2. Let us now turn to the mechanism of confinement.

’t Hooft and Mandelstam suggested a “dual superconduc-
tor” model [17] related it to the Bose-Einstein Condensa-
tion (BEC) of chromo-magnetic monopoles. For reviews
of those ideas at T = 0 in lattice context see e.g. [1].
Only recently it was realized that if monopoles are in-
deed the emergent excitations one should better study
them in a “normal” phase. Furthermore, in the region
right above the transition T > T

c

such monopoles should
be the dominant thermal degrees of freedom “ready” for
BEC [18, 19]. Lattice and model studies have shown that
the e↵ective coupling of the “magnetic plasma” does run
as 1/g, inversely to the electric [20, 21]. Consequences of
the magnetic scenario help to understand other latttice
QCD data [23] as well as heavy ion experiments [24].
How can the light fermions a↵ect the monopoles? It

is known that the light fermions can become attached to
them. The so called “fermionic zero modes” are specific
bound states in which positive kinetic energy of localiza-
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Dependence of the deconfinement transition parameters on the fermion content provides informa-
tion on the mechanism of confinement. Recent progress in lattice gauge theories has allowed to study
it for light flavor number Nf ⇠ O(10) and found this transition to shift toward significantly stronger
coupling. We propose an explanation for that: light fermions can occupy the chromo-magnetic
monopoles, via zero modes, making them “distinguishable” and unsuitable for Bose-Einstein Con-
densation. Such dilution of unoccuplied monopoles is compensated by stronger coupling that makes
them lighter and more numerous. We also suggest that flavor-carrying quark-monopole objects
account for the density beyond quark Fermi sphere seen in cold dense phase of Nc = 2 lattice QCD.

1. The color confinement of Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD) remains to be one of the most outstanding
puzzles of the Standard Model, in spite of intense studies
via lattice QCD simulations [1]. By virtue of the asymp-
totic freedom, at high temperature the e↵ective coupling
is weak and the matter is in a deconfined phase known as
the quark-gluon plasma, or QGP [2]. When T is lowered,
as has happened after the Big Bang or in heavy ion col-
lisions, the e↵ective coupling grows. At certain critical
temperature T

c

, a transition into the confined hadronic
world occurs[3, 4]. Physics had many examples in which
the dependence of T

c

on some parameters had o↵ered
crucial insights: e.g. when the T

c

of superconductivity
had shown an isotope mass dependence. Our strategy is
similar: examining how this transition depends on the
fermion representation and flavor number N

f

may lead
to insights about the mechanism of confinement.

Our phenomenological input comes from the lattice
studies. A (very incomplete) list of those ranges from
the well studied region of N

f

= 2, 3 (see e.g. [5, 6] to the
recent extension toward N

f

= 8 [7, 8] and even N
f

= 12
[9], which has attracted special attention in connection
with the search for a conformal regime, see e.g. [10].
There are also studies with adjoint [11–13] and tensor-
symetric quarks [14] in similar regime, see e.g. reviews
[15, 16]. Starting from the pure gauge theory (N

f

= 0)
and increasing N

f

, one finds the monotonous and persis-
tent shift toward the stronger coupling at T

c

. (The value
of T

c

itself is usually expressed via units customary in
lattice community, which fixes the T = 0 string tension
to the same real-world value. We will not use such units
as they confuse the comparison across di↵erent QCD-like
theories.) The absolute magnitude of the gauge coupling
constant �

c

at the transition temperature T
c

, instead,
bears more direct information. For doing so, we evolve
the critical lattice coupling �

L

= 2Nc/g2 at the lattice
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scale a (by 2-loop running) to the scale 1/T
c

= N
⌧

a :

✓
2N

c

�
c

◆� b1
b20

e�
(4⇡)2

2Ncb0
�c = N2

⌧

✓
2N

c

�
L

◆� b1
b20

e�
(4⇡)2

2Ncb0
�L (1)

where b0, b1 are the usual �-function coe�cients. In Fig.1
we’ve collected such �

c

values for theories with varied N
f

from various lattice simulations. Although the qualita-
tive trend is clear, quantitatively it is still hard to com-
pare the works of di↵erent lattice groups even for the
same theory due to e.g. di↵erence in the actions used.
Only the recent data from N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12 from the
same group [9] (shown as blue boxes in Fig.1) allow for di-
rect comparison. (These results are for chiral restoration,
which for the fundamental quarks is believed to trace
the deconfinement rather closely.) The main observation
from Fig.1 is that the critical coupling �

c

changes by a
substantial factor when the flavor number increases from
N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12. Similarly, the N
c

= 2 theory with
two adjoint fermions flows into the coupling at the in-
frared fixed point 1/g2⇤ = 0.20(4)(3) [13], about a factor
4 stronger than the critical one at the deconfinement of
the N

c

= 2 pure gauge theory.
2. Let us now turn to the mechanism of confinement.

’t Hooft and Mandelstam suggested a “dual superconduc-
tor” model [17] related it to the Bose-Einstein Condensa-
tion (BEC) of chromo-magnetic monopoles. For reviews
of those ideas at T = 0 in lattice context see e.g. [1].
Only recently it was realized that if monopoles are in-
deed the emergent excitations one should better study
them in a “normal” phase. Furthermore, in the region
right above the transition T > T

c

such monopoles should
be the dominant thermal degrees of freedom “ready” for
BEC [18, 19]. Lattice and model studies have shown that
the e↵ective coupling of the “magnetic plasma” does run
as 1/g, inversely to the electric [20, 21]. Consequences of
the magnetic scenario help to understand other latttice
QCD data [23] as well as heavy ion experiments [24].
How can the light fermions a↵ect the monopoles? It

is known that the light fermions can become attached to
them. The so called “fermionic zero modes” are specific
bound states in which positive kinetic energy of localiza-
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The main idea: quarks “ride” on monopoles,
due to their zero modes, making many types
of differently flavored (but bosonic) objects,
and this works against BEC. When only “empty”
monopoles condense we call it the “usual 
confinement”
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2

tion exactly cancels the magnetic-moment-field interac-
tion. (Their existence and number N

M

are required by
the topological index theorems, and thus insensitive to
any perturbative monopole deformations.) While such
states may still be bosons, they carry flavor indices due
to the fermions and are “distinguishable”, thus not con-
tributing to the BEC of “unoccupied” monopoles.

These zero modes are known explicitly for ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopoles [25] which are present in gauge the-
ories with adjoint scalars, such as in N = 2 supersym-
metric gauge theories. Since flipping the charge and the
spin leads to the same Dirac equation, antiquarks also
have the same zero modes. Furthermore, for each of
these zero mode states, it can be either populated or
not, so the number of totally available states grows ex-
ponentially ⇠ 22NfNM . Spectroscopy of those states in
the supersymmetric setting was developed in 1990’s, see
e.g. [27]. “Magnetic supermultiplets” have been explic-
itly checked for two famous conformal theories, the N=4
SYM and the N=2 SQCD with N

f

= 4: in bot cases
one finds exactly the same set of spins/multiplicities as
that in the original electric one. (Since those theories are
electric-magnetic self-dual, their coupling cannot run at
all!) There is one zero mode for the fundamental while
two for the adjoint (Dirac) fermions: so these monopole-
single-fermion states case into spin 0 and 1

2 objects, re-
spectively. While in the static case zero mode states are
degenerate with the pure monopole, it is not so for the
dynamical lattice monopoles with non-static paths.

3. The BEC criteria for an interacting boson ensemble
was proposed by Feynman 50 years ago for the study of
liquid 4He [28] and was recently generalized by the anal-
ysis of Cristoforetti and Shuryak [29]. In the finite-T de-
scription with periodic paths there appear “k-clusters” of
bosons interchanging their initial (at Matsubara time 0)
and final (at Matsubara time � = 1/T ) positions. Those
clusters can be depicted as “Feynman polygons” with
k points. Their probability depends on two competing
factors, su↵ering from suppression due to the extra ac-
tion exp(�kS

ex

) while benefiting from large combinatory
number of k-polygons. The balance point marks the on-
set of condensation by divergence of the sum over the
k-clusters. This method has been used in [22] where it
was shown that lattice monopoles do have the BEC tran-
sition exactly at T

c

. See also other studies of macroscopic
clusters (or “percolation”) such as[19, 20]. According to
Feynman, quantitative BEC condition is a universal crit-
ical value of the extra action per particle, which in three
spatial dimensions is given by

S
ex

 S
c

⇡ 1.655 (2)

Upon fulfilling (2), long sequences of “hopping” bosons
will occur, creating a macroscopic “supercurrent”. Its
validity for interacting systems is demonstrated in [29].

Let us now apply the above criteria to the monopole
condensation in QCD-like theories. The minimal ex-
change action S

ex

for two nearest-neighbor bosons that
are separated by a typical distance d = n�1/3 (with n the
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FIG. 1: Dependence of the critical lattice coupling �c at
scale Tc versus the number of fundamental quark flavors Nf

in QCD-like theories. Blue boxes are from [9] fwith near-
coincident boxs being lattice data for the same Nf with dif-
ferent N⌧ which demonstrate lattice spacing consistency. Red
diamonds are from various other literature. The thick blue
line is the fitting curve, extended as dashed blue line beyond
Nf = 12. The black/purple/red dased curves on the right are
lines for vanishing beta function at 1,2,3-loop levels.

number density) during the Matsubara time from ⌧ = 0
to ⌧ = � = 1/T could be estimated as

S
ex

= m⇤
p

�2 + d2 �m⇤� + S
V

(3)

with an explicitly written kinetic term, containing an
e↵ective mass m⇤, and the implicit potential term S

V

.
When close to condensation, the monopoles are very
dense, with typical spatial separation d comparable or
smaller than the inverse temperature �, therefore justi-
fying a further approximation of the above expression:

S
ex

⇡ 1
2m

⇤Td2 + S
V

= 1
2

⇣
m

⇤

T

⌘ �
n

T

3

�� 2
3 + S

V

. The term

S
V

=
R 1/T
0 V (r(⌧))d⌧ is basically the ratio of the inetr-

monopole interaction potential and T , also known as clas-
sical plasma coupling �

M

⇠< V > /T ⇠ S
V

. As shown
in Fig.3b of [18], at high T where the “magnetic scaling”
d ⇠ 1/(g2T ) and g

magnetic

⇠ 1/g works, this ratio �
M

does not depend on the coupling or T and is a constant
⇡ 5, while close to condensation it decreases to a value
of about 1 as T ! T

c

for N
f

= 0. The following onset
condition will then be applied for the monopole conden-
sation in QCD-like theories for the rest of our analysis:

✓
m⇤

T

◆⇣ n

T 3

⌘� 2
3  S̃

c

⌘ 2 (S
c

� S
V

) (4)

The constant S̃
c

is of order one and its precise value is
not needed as long as its N

f

-dependence is negligible.
4. Now, how would the transition get a↵ected by

adding light fermions? As already pointed out, the

3

fermions can be attached to some of the monopoles via
zero modes and e↵ectively reduce the number of identical
monopoles. Consider a monopole with one flavor of light
quark added: for each of its allowed zero modes there is a
probability for it to be occupied by a fermion or not. Let
us assume the ratio of the probabilities (occupied/not-
occupied) to be f (a kind of zero-mode fugacity), we then
see that the overall probablitiy for a monopole (with N

M

number of zero modes for each fermion flavor) to stay
as a “pure” monopole is simply 1/(1 + f)2NM (with the
factor 2 accounting for both quark and anti-quark contri-
butions for Dirac fermions). So e↵ectively the available
density for BEC condensation will be n/(1 + f)2NfNM .
Combined with the BEC condition in Eq.(4) we obtain

✓
m⇤

T

◆
(1 + f)4NfNM/3

(n/T 3)2/3
 S̃

c

(5)

This implies that with increasingN
f

, the density n has to
increase and mass m⇤ to decrease correspondingly so as
to reach the same condensation condition. This pushes
the transition to stronger coupling, therefore explaining
the N

f

-dependence of the critical coupling in Fig.1.
To make a semi-quantitative estimate, we use the

following magnetic scaling relations that connect the
monopole mass and density with gauge coupling:
m⇤/T ⇠ 1/g and n1/3/T ⇠ g2 [18, 20, 30]. Com-
bined with the above condition, we obtain the criti-
cal gauge coupling for monopole condensation to be:
g(N

f

) = g0 (1 + f)4NfNM/15 where g0 is the correspond-
ing critical coupling for pure gauge case. This can be
further converted to the lattice couping � = 2N

c

/g2:

�
c

(N
f

) = �0(1 + f)�8NfNM/15 (6)

As a concrete example let us focus on the case of
fundamental fermions (with N

M

= 1). The observ-
able we examine is the critical (lattice) gauge coupling,
�
c

⌘ �(T = T
c

) = 2N
c

/g2(T
c

) as a function of N
f

, as
shown in fig.1. In particular we concentrate on the data
for N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12 from the same group [9], shown
in Fig.1 as blue boxes. We’ve used the above Eq.(6)
to make a fit for these data (blue boxes) and obtained
the optimal value f ⇡ 0.154 : the fitting curve is shown
as the thick blue line in Fig.1. Our model formula in
Eq.(6) with one parameter nicely describes all the data
points in [9] from N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12! The suppres-
sion factor f of monopole-quark as compared with pure
monopole may be understood as follows: the monopole-
quark has color-electric charge, and in the near-T

c

plasma
it was known from previous studies [23] that the elec-
tric particles are heavier than the magnetic particles by
roughly �M ⇠ 2T

c

, thus leading to a suppression factor
⇠ e��M/T ⇠ 0.135 that is fairly close to f ⇡ 0.154.

For completeness we’ve also displayed in Fig.1 the lat-
tice results from various other groups [5–8, 10]: these
are shown as red diamonds. Admittedly, there are un-
certainties due to di↵erent lattice actions and ambigui-
ties associated with the possible di↵erences between chi-
ral/confiment transitions, which shall all be sorted out in

the future lattice simulations. Nevertheless the qualita-
tive trend of decreasing lattice coupling with N

f

is well
in line with the data in [9] and with our model formula.
The proposed mechanism suggests an approximate

“N
f

N
M

scaling”, e.g. that the e↵ect of adding N
c

funda-
mental fermions is about as large as adding one adjoint.
Essentially for a given gauge group, the critical couplings
shall fall on one single curve when plotted against the
combination N

f

N
M

with various fermion representations
and flavor numbers. Such scaling can be readily tested.
5. To further “probe” the fermions’ e↵ect on con-

finement transition, one may turn on a quark chemical
potential µ

q

and see how the critical coupling changes
accordingly. With the presence of a small µ

q

, there
will be di↵erence if a zero mode is occupied by a quark
or an anti-quark. This e↵ect can be incorperated into
the present model by replacing (1 + f)2 in Eq.(6) by
(1 + fez)(1 + fe�z) with z ⌘ µ

q

/T . We then obtained:

�
c

(N
f

, z)

�
c

(N
f

, z = 0)
= 1� 4N

f

N
M

15

f

(1 + f)2
z2 + Ô(z4) (7)

for small chemical potential µ
q

<< T . Present lattie sim-
ulations, though not capable of handing finite µ directly
due to the sign problem, are actually able to extract such
dependence (or Taylor coe�cients in µ

q

/T expansion)
[31] and test the above prediction. Similar estimate can
be made for the e↵ect of isospin chemical potential.
The existence of these monopole-quark states also im-

plies a contribution from them to the thermal fluctu-
ations of the conserved charges they carry, e.g. con-
tributing to the baryonic charge susceptibilities [32]. A
monopole may have one, two, or more zero modes oc-
cupied, but since the extracted f ⇡ 0.154 is small the
main contribution would be from the monopoles with
one single zero-mode quark. The net baryonic density
from these monopole-quark states (with the persense of
a small quark chemical potential z = µ

q

/T ) can be esti-
mated as n

m�q

/T 3 ⇡ (n/T 3) (ez � e�z)f/[(1 + fez)(1 +
fe�z)]NfNM . This yields a contribution to the bary-
onic susceptibilties �

i

= @i�1(n
m�q

/T 3)/@(µ
q

/T )i�1 as
�m�q

2 ⇡ n

T

3
2f

(1+f)NfNM
⇠ 0.4 � 0.8 where we used lat-

tice results for a total monopole density near T
c

to be
n/T 3 ⇠ 2� 4, and N

f

N
M

= 3. The so-obtained number
makes a significant fraction of the lattice results around
T
c

. Higher-order susceptibilities can be estimated simi-
larly and the multi-quark-monopole states would be more
important there due to their higher baryonic charges.
The e↵ects of such states can be estimated along similar
lines also for the isospin and electric charge fluctuations.
6. It is well known that the N

c

= 2 theory is a
very special case, with extra symmetry between quarks-
antiquarks and mesons-diquarks. It also allows the finite
density lattice simulations without the “sign problem”.
Lattice study of this theory was recently extended to the
low-T finite-µ region with N

f

= 2, 4 quarks by Hands,
et al [33]. The quark density (per flavor) shown in their
Fig.3 displays a number of features: (i) a structure at

2

tion exactly cancels the magnetic-moment-field interac-
tion. (Their existence and number N

M

are required by
the topological index theorems, and thus insensitive to
any perturbative monopole deformations.) While such
states may still be bosons, they carry flavor indices due
to the fermions and are “distinguishable”, thus not con-
tributing to the BEC of “unoccupied” monopoles.

These zero modes are known explicitly for ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopoles [25] which are present in gauge the-
ories with adjoint scalars, such as in N = 2 supersym-
metric gauge theories. Since flipping the charge and the
spin leads to the same Dirac equation, antiquarks also
have the same zero modes. Furthermore, for each of
these zero mode states, it can be either populated or
not, so the number of totally available states grows ex-
ponentially ⇠ 22NfNM . Spectroscopy of those states in
the supersymmetric setting was developed in 1990’s, see
e.g. [27]. “Magnetic supermultiplets” have been explic-
itly checked for two famous conformal theories, the N=4
SYM and the N=2 SQCD with N

f

= 4: in bot cases
one finds exactly the same set of spins/multiplicities as
that in the original electric one. (Since those theories are
electric-magnetic self-dual, their coupling cannot run at
all!) There is one zero mode for the fundamental while
two for the adjoint (Dirac) fermions: so these monopole-
single-fermion states case into spin 0 and 1

2 objects, re-
spectively. While in the static case zero mode states are
degenerate with the pure monopole, it is not so for the
dynamical lattice monopoles with non-static paths.

3. The BEC criteria for an interacting boson ensemble
was proposed by Feynman 50 years ago for the study of
liquid 4He [28] and was recently generalized by the anal-
ysis of Cristoforetti and Shuryak [29]. In the finite-T de-
scription with periodic paths there appear “k-clusters” of
bosons interchanging their initial (at Matsubara time 0)
and final (at Matsubara time � = 1/T ) positions. Those
clusters can be depicted as “Feynman polygons” with
k points. Their probability depends on two competing
factors, su↵ering from suppression due to the extra ac-
tion exp(�kS

ex

) while benefiting from large combinatory
number of k-polygons. The balance point marks the on-
set of condensation by divergence of the sum over the
k-clusters. This method has been used in [22] where it
was shown that lattice monopoles do have the BEC tran-
sition exactly at T

c

. See also other studies of macroscopic
clusters (or “percolation”) such as[19, 20]. According to
Feynman, quantitative BEC condition is a universal crit-
ical value of the extra action per particle, which in three
spatial dimensions is given by

S
ex

 S
c

⇡ 1.655 (2)

Upon fulfilling (2), long sequences of “hopping” bosons
will occur, creating a macroscopic “supercurrent”. Its
validity for interacting systems is demonstrated in [29].

Let us now apply the above criteria to the monopole
condensation in QCD-like theories. The minimal ex-
change action S

ex

for two nearest-neighbor bosons that
are separated by a typical distance d = n�1/3 (with n the
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FIG. 1: Dependence of the critical lattice coupling �c at
scale Tc versus the number of fundamental quark flavors Nf

in QCD-like theories. Blue boxes are from [9] fwith near-
coincident boxs being lattice data for the same Nf with dif-
ferent N⌧ which demonstrate lattice spacing consistency. Red
diamonds are from various other literature. The thick blue
line is the fitting curve, extended as dashed blue line beyond
Nf = 12. The black/purple/red dased curves on the right are
lines for vanishing beta function at 1,2,3-loop levels.

number density) during the Matsubara time from ⌧ = 0
to ⌧ = � = 1/T could be estimated as

S
ex

= m⇤
p

�2 + d2 �m⇤� + S
V

(3)

with an explicitly written kinetic term, containing an
e↵ective mass m⇤, and the implicit potential term S

V

.
When close to condensation, the monopoles are very
dense, with typical spatial separation d comparable or
smaller than the inverse temperature �, therefore justi-
fying a further approximation of the above expression:

S
ex

⇡ 1
2m

⇤Td2 + S
V

= 1
2

⇣
m

⇤

T

⌘ �
n

T

3

�� 2
3 + S

V

. The term

S
V

=
R 1/T
0 V (r(⌧))d⌧ is basically the ratio of the inetr-

monopole interaction potential and T , also known as clas-
sical plasma coupling �

M

⇠< V > /T ⇠ S
V

. As shown
in Fig.3b of [18], at high T where the “magnetic scaling”
d ⇠ 1/(g2T ) and g

magnetic

⇠ 1/g works, this ratio �
M

does not depend on the coupling or T and is a constant
⇡ 5, while close to condensation it decreases to a value
of about 1 as T ! T

c

for N
f

= 0. The following onset
condition will then be applied for the monopole conden-
sation in QCD-like theories for the rest of our analysis:

✓
m⇤

T

◆⇣ n

T 3

⌘� 2
3  S̃

c

⌘ 2 (S
c

� S
V

) (4)

The constant S̃
c

is of order one and its precise value is
not needed as long as its N

f

-dependence is negligible.
4. Now, how would the transition get a↵ected by

adding light fermions? As already pointed out, the

Feynman condition of the BEC
explains the critical line vs Nf
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µ ⇡ m
⇡

/2 as predicted by the rotation from the  ̄ to
diquark condensate [34, 35]; (ii) the usual quark Fermi
sphere at higher µ; and (iii) an unexpected growth of
quark density at still higher µ to about twice the value
as expected from the Fermi sphere. The deconfinement
as per the Polyakov loop appears concurrent with (iii).

We now propose that this extra quark density in (iii)
is due to the condensate of the monopole-quark states.
The high quark chemical potential strongly favors states
with quark numbers and e�ciently converts the pure
monopoles into monopole-quark states, thus explaining
the deconfinement at about the same density. At such
low T the dominant monopole-single-quark objects, be-
ing bosonic, would appear mostly as a condensate, like
the diquarks. Assuming standard e↵ective potential with
a repulsive binary interaction V

int

= �n2/4, one gets
the condensate density growing linearly with µ, n

BEC

⇠
(µ � m)/� at µ > m, which is consistent with observa-
tions of [33]. Furthermore, a similar density per flavor
for both N

f

= 2 and N
f

= 4 is consistent with our
view that these objects are dominantly states with only
a single quark per monopole. States with multiple quark

may become relevant at even higher density though. This
proposal should and can be checked in many ways. Di-
rect monopole-flavor correlations can be seen in the con-
figurations of these simulations. One may also find the
evaporation of this BEC as T is above certain critical
value, into the Bose gas of such monopole-quark states.

7. While we believe the main idea is robust, the
model here is admittedly crude and intended to lead to-
ward further studies and direct tests by dedicated lat-
tice data. In particular, the correlation between the
monopole line with flavor-carrying fermionic operators
can be used to measure the probability for quarks “rid-
ing” on monopoles. The discussion here is limited to the
usual confinement, due to BEC of “empty” monopoles.
More exotic objects, bosonic monopoles with quarks or
even two monopoles bound by quarks, can in principle
undergo BEC as well: see recent discussion in [36].
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fermions can be attached to some of the monopoles via
zero modes and e↵ectively reduce the number of identical
monopoles. Consider a monopole with one flavor of light
quark added: for each of its allowed zero modes there is a
probability for it to be occupied by a fermion or not. Let
us assume the ratio of the probabilities (occupied/not-
occupied) to be f (a kind of zero-mode fugacity), we then
see that the overall probablitiy for a monopole (with N

M

number of zero modes for each fermion flavor) to stay
as a “pure” monopole is simply 1/(1 + f)2NM (with the
factor 2 accounting for both quark and anti-quark contri-
butions for Dirac fermions). So e↵ectively the available
density for BEC condensation will be n/(1 + f)2NfNM .
Combined with the BEC condition in Eq.(4) we obtain

✓
m⇤

T

◆
(1 + f)4NfNM/3

(n/T 3)2/3
 S̃

c

(5)

This implies that with increasingN
f

, the density n has to
increase and mass m⇤ to decrease correspondingly so as
to reach the same condensation condition. This pushes
the transition to stronger coupling, therefore explaining
the N

f

-dependence of the critical coupling in Fig.1.
To make a semi-quantitative estimate, we use the

following magnetic scaling relations that connect the
monopole mass and density with gauge coupling:
m⇤/T ⇠ 1/g and n1/3/T ⇠ g2 [18, 20, 30]. Com-
bined with the above condition, we obtain the criti-
cal gauge coupling for monopole condensation to be:
g(N

f

) = g0 (1 + f)4NfNM/15 where g0 is the correspond-
ing critical coupling for pure gauge case. This can be
further converted to the lattice couping � = 2N

c

/g2:

�
c

(N
f

) = �0(1 + f)�8NfNM/15 (6)

As a concrete example let us focus on the case of
fundamental fermions (with N

M

= 1). The observ-
able we examine is the critical (lattice) gauge coupling,
�
c

⌘ �(T = T
c

) = 2N
c

/g2(T
c

) as a function of N
f

, as
shown in fig.1. In particular we concentrate on the data
for N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12 from the same group [9], shown
in Fig.1 as blue boxes. We’ve used the above Eq.(6)
to make a fit for these data (blue boxes) and obtained
the optimal value f ⇡ 0.154 : the fitting curve is shown
as the thick blue line in Fig.1. Our model formula in
Eq.(6) with one parameter nicely describes all the data
points in [9] from N

f

= 0 to N
f

= 12! The suppres-
sion factor f of monopole-quark as compared with pure
monopole may be understood as follows: the monopole-
quark has color-electric charge, and in the near-T

c

plasma
it was known from previous studies [23] that the elec-
tric particles are heavier than the magnetic particles by
roughly �M ⇠ 2T

c

, thus leading to a suppression factor
⇠ e��M/T ⇠ 0.135 that is fairly close to f ⇡ 0.154.

For completeness we’ve also displayed in Fig.1 the lat-
tice results from various other groups [5–8, 10]: these
are shown as red diamonds. Admittedly, there are un-
certainties due to di↵erent lattice actions and ambigui-
ties associated with the possible di↵erences between chi-
ral/confiment transitions, which shall all be sorted out in

the future lattice simulations. Nevertheless the qualita-
tive trend of decreasing lattice coupling with N

f

is well
in line with the data in [9] and with our model formula.
The proposed mechanism suggests an approximate

“N
f

N
M

scaling”, e.g. that the e↵ect of adding N
c

funda-
mental fermions is about as large as adding one adjoint.
Essentially for a given gauge group, the critical couplings
shall fall on one single curve when plotted against the
combination N

f

N
M

with various fermion representations
and flavor numbers. Such scaling can be readily tested.
5. To further “probe” the fermions’ e↵ect on con-

finement transition, one may turn on a quark chemical
potential µ

q

and see how the critical coupling changes
accordingly. With the presence of a small µ

q

, there
will be di↵erence if a zero mode is occupied by a quark
or an anti-quark. This e↵ect can be incorperated into
the present model by replacing (1 + f)2 in Eq.(6) by
(1 + fez)(1 + fe�z) with z ⌘ µ

q

/T . We then obtained:

�
c

(N
f

, z)

�
c

(N
f

, z = 0)
= 1� 4N

f

N
M

15

f

(1 + f)2
z2 + Ô(z4) (7)

for small chemical potential µ
q

<< T . Present lattie sim-
ulations, though not capable of handing finite µ directly
due to the sign problem, are actually able to extract such
dependence (or Taylor coe�cients in µ

q

/T expansion)
[31] and test the above prediction. Similar estimate can
be made for the e↵ect of isospin chemical potential.
The existence of these monopole-quark states also im-

plies a contribution from them to the thermal fluctu-
ations of the conserved charges they carry, e.g. con-
tributing to the baryonic charge susceptibilities [32]. A
monopole may have one, two, or more zero modes oc-
cupied, but since the extracted f ⇡ 0.154 is small the
main contribution would be from the monopoles with
one single zero-mode quark. The net baryonic density
from these monopole-quark states (with the persense of
a small quark chemical potential z = µ

q

/T ) can be esti-
mated as n

m�q

/T 3 ⇡ (n/T 3) (ez � e�z)f/[(1 + fez)(1 +
fe�z)]NfNM . This yields a contribution to the bary-
onic susceptibilties �

i

= @i�1(n
m�q

/T 3)/@(µ
q

/T )i�1 as
�m�q

2 ⇡ n

T

3
2f

(1+f)NfNM
⇠ 0.4 � 0.8 where we used lat-

tice results for a total monopole density near T
c

to be
n/T 3 ⇠ 2� 4, and N

f

N
M

= 3. The so-obtained number
makes a significant fraction of the lattice results around
T
c

. Higher-order susceptibilities can be estimated simi-
larly and the multi-quark-monopole states would be more
important there due to their higher baryonic charges.
The e↵ects of such states can be estimated along similar
lines also for the isospin and electric charge fluctuations.
6. It is well known that the N

c

= 2 theory is a
very special case, with extra symmetry between quarks-
antiquarks and mesons-diquarks. It also allows the finite
density lattice simulations without the “sign problem”.
Lattice study of this theory was recently extended to the
low-T finite-µ region with N

f

= 2, 4 quarks by Hands,
et al [33]. The quark density (per flavor) shown in their
Fig.3 displays a number of features: (i) a structure at
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Fig. 3. nq/n
latt
SB and p/plattSB vs. µ/m! for Nf = 2, 4.

to a maximum at µ/m! ! 0.6 before falling. This non-
monotonic behaviour is predicted in chiral perturbation
theory (!PT) [14,8], which treats the matter forming at
onset as a Bose-Einstein condensate of deeply bound scalar
isoscalar diquark pairs. In fact beyond the maximum, !PT
predicts the ratio to be monotonically falling, proportional
to µ!2 as µ " #. By contrast, at a value µ = µQ !
0.75m! the measured ratio levels o!; moreover, for Nf = 4

the ratio is close to unity over the range 0.75 <$ µ/m!
<$ 1.0.

Finally, for µ > µD ! 1.0m! the ratio starts to rise again.
In [9] the behaviour for µ % (µQ, µD) was interpreted

as a regime where the fermionic nature of the quarks has
become manifest, resulting in the formation of a Fermi
surface only weakly perturbed by diquark condensation
(see below). In other words, the threshold value µQ corre-
sponds to a BEC/BCS crossover. The new data at Nf =
4 strengthens this interpretation, since the ratio is now
so close to one; indeed nq/nlatt

SB seems to approach unity
from above as a " 0. Since, however, care must be ex-
ercised when extrapolating to the continuum limit using
data from distinct theories, and also because the necessary
j " 0 extrapolation is still to be done, we cannot say at
this stage whether any physical significance should be at-
tached to the di!ering heights of the peaks at µ/m! = 0.6.
The flatness of the Nf = 4 data in this regime does how-
ever increase our confidence in the rather ad hoc procedure
for mitigating lattice artifacts by taking the ratio of inter-
acting to free theories, which can only strictly be justified
if a continuum limit is taken.

Fig. 3 also plots the pressure p for both theories, ob-
tained by integrating the Maxwell relation nq = "p/"µ.
For the lattice data we have implemented this via the for-
mula [8]

p

plattSB

(µ) =

! µ

µo

ncont

SB

nlatt

SB

(µ")nq(µ")dµ"

! µ

µo
ncont
SB (µ")dµ"

, (9)

with the integrals estimated by an extended trapezoidal
rule. Since the data for p derive from those for nq, most
of the qualitative comments made above apply here also.

We note that the Nf = 4 curve is smoother, and that
once again the ratio p/pSB is close to unity in the range
µ % (µQ, µD).

0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2
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π
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4<L> (Nf=4)

<qq>/µ2 (Nf=2)
4<L> (Nf=2)

Fig. 4. !qq"/µ2 and rescaled Polyakov line vs. µ/m! for Nf =
2, 4.

In order to characterise the properties of the di!erent
regions better, in Fig. 4 we plot two further important ob-
servables, the superfluid order parameter &qq' ( "

2 &#̄$5%)
%̄$5#', and the Polyakov line &L' = 1

Nc
tr&

"Lt

t=1 U0;x,t'.
Once again, the results for Nf = 4 are qualitatively very
similar to those found for Nf = 2. Note that &qq' is strictly
only an order parameter in the limit j " 0; we choose to
plot the ratio &qq'/µ2 since for a degenerate system in
which superfluidity arises as a result of BCS condensa-
tion the order parameter is expected to scale as the area
of the Fermi surface via &qq' * &BCSµ2, where &BCS is
the superfluid gap. Fig. 4 confirms that this is indeed the
case for µ % (µQ, µD); the data for Nf = 4 being flatter
than those for Nf = 2, although both manifest a shallow
minimum at µ/m! ! 0.95. This suggests the inequality

&
Nf=4
BCS a < &

Nf=2
BCS a. (10)

Whilst this may signal a physical di!erence between the
two theories, the influence of lattice artifacts, or indeed the
opening up of other more favoured condensation channels
in the flavor-rich case, cannot yet be eliminated.

Fig. 4 also shows a sharp transition between &L' ! 0
and &L' > 0 at µD ! 1.0m!. This transition approxi-
mately coincides with the upturn in nq/nlatt

SB observed in
Fig. 3. Since &L' $ exp()fq/T ), where fq is the free en-
ergy of a static isolated color source, we interpret µD as
the chemical potential at which color deconfinement takes
place. It is striking that µ

Nf=2
D /m! and µ

Nf=4
D /m! appear

to be identical; we attribute the di!erence in magnitude of
&L' for µ > µD to the smoother gauge fields for Nf = 4,
resulting in a smaller downwards renormalisation of the
Polyakov line [15].

We therefore recover for QC2D with Nf = 4 the same
intriguing result found for Nf = 2 [9]; namely that for low
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Abstract. We present results from a simulation of SU(2) lattice gauge theory with Nf = 4 flavors of Wilson
fermion and non-zero quark chemical potential µ, using the same 123 ! 24 lattice, bare gauge coupling,
and pion mass in cut-o! units as a previous study [9] with Nf = 2. The string tension for Nf = 4 is found
to be considerably smaller implying smoother gauge field configurations. Thermodynamic observables and
order parameters for superfluidity and color deconfinement are studied, and comparisons drawn between
the two theories. Results for quark density and pressure as functions of µ are qualitatively similar for
Nf = 2 and Nf = 4; in both cases there is evidence for a phase in which baryonic matter is simultaneously
degenerate and confined. Results for the stress-energy tensor, however, suggest that while Nf = 2 has a
regime where dilute matter is non-relativistic and weakly-interacting, Nf = 4 matter is relativistic and
strongly-interacting for all values of µ above onset.

1 Introduction

A first principles QCD-based understanding of the be-
haviour of dense strongly interacting matter would be of
tremendous value, in part because of the theoretical inter-
est in new phases of matter exhibiting properties such as
color superconductivity and crystallisation, and also be-
cause a quantitatively accurate equation of state !(nq),
p(nq) (where ! is energy density, p pressure and nq quark
density) is a necessary input for the relativistic equations
of stellar structure determining the properties of compact
stellar objects. Lattice simulations, in principle the most
reliable systematic non-perturbative approach to QCD,
are unfortunately unavailable for dense matter, since in
the presence of a quark chemical potential µ != 0 biasing
the system to have more quarks than anti-quarks, the Eu-
clidean action is complex-valued making Monte Carlo im-
portance sampling inoperable. Our approach to the prob-
lem is to study QC2D, ie. Yang-Mills plus fundamental
quarks with gauge group SU(2), which can be shown to
have a real positive functional integral measure for an even
number of quark flavors Nf . It is possible using entirely
orthodox lattice QCD simulation methods to generate rep-
resentative gluon field configurations and study thermo-
dynamic properties of this model for arbitrary µ - QC2D
is thus the simplest theory in which dense matter with
long-ranged inter-quark interactions can be systematically
studied.

Previous work has shown that as µ is raised baryonic
matter is induced to form in the ground state at an onset
chemical potential µo = 1

2m!, since the lightest baryon
in the physical spectrum of QC2D is degenerate with the

pion [1,2,3]. At the same point the U(1)B baryon-number
symmetry of the model is spontaneously broken by a su-
perfluid diquark condensate [2,3,4]. Studies of the hadron
spectrum confirm that in this regime there is a Gold-
stone excitation formed from a superposition of qq and q̄q̄
bound states [5,2,6]. There is also evidence for a change
in the level ordering of "- and #-meson states as density in-
creases [7,6]. Subsequent simulations probing higher den-
sities have found evidence for degenerate quark matter and
color deconfinement [8,9]. There have also been interest-
ing studies of the glueball spectrum [10] and the presence
of gauge field fluctuations with non-trivial topology [11,
12] in a dense medium.

It is, however, di!cult to assess this body of work sys-
tematically, because the results have been obtained with
di"ering lattice fermion formulations (staggered, Wilson),
di"ering numbers of quark flavors (Nf = 2, 4, 8), and even
di"ering matter representations (fundamental, adjoint).
Moreover, away from the continuum limit (lattice spacing
a " 0) staggered lattice fermions have global invariances
and symmetry breaking patterns distinct from those of the
continuum theory; this has a profound e"ect in theories
such as QC2D having real or pseudoreal matter represen-
tations, even influencing the nature of the Sign Problem
(see eg. [1]).

In this work we attempt to remedy the situation by
presenting results for Nf = 4 obtained with the same lat-
tice action used in previous studies with Nf = 2 [8,9].
It is intrinsically interesting to examine the influence of
varying the matter content on the theory’s ground state,
especially since Nf/Nc > 1 in this case, although it should
be immediately noted that the first two coe!cients of the
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1 Introduction

A first principles QCD-based understanding of the be-
haviour of dense strongly interacting matter would be of
tremendous value, in part because of the theoretical inter-
est in new phases of matter exhibiting properties such as
color superconductivity and crystallisation, and also be-
cause a quantitatively accurate equation of state !(nq),
p(nq) (where ! is energy density, p pressure and nq quark
density) is a necessary input for the relativistic equations
of stellar structure determining the properties of compact
stellar objects. Lattice simulations, in principle the most
reliable systematic non-perturbative approach to QCD,
are unfortunately unavailable for dense matter, since in
the presence of a quark chemical potential µ != 0 biasing
the system to have more quarks than anti-quarks, the Eu-
clidean action is complex-valued making Monte Carlo im-
portance sampling inoperable. Our approach to the prob-
lem is to study QC2D, ie. Yang-Mills plus fundamental
quarks with gauge group SU(2), which can be shown to
have a real positive functional integral measure for an even
number of quark flavors Nf . It is possible using entirely
orthodox lattice QCD simulation methods to generate rep-
resentative gluon field configurations and study thermo-
dynamic properties of this model for arbitrary µ - QC2D
is thus the simplest theory in which dense matter with
long-ranged inter-quark interactions can be systematically
studied.

Previous work has shown that as µ is raised baryonic
matter is induced to form in the ground state at an onset
chemical potential µo = 1

2m!, since the lightest baryon
in the physical spectrum of QC2D is degenerate with the

pion [1,2,3]. At the same point the U(1)B baryon-number
symmetry of the model is spontaneously broken by a su-
perfluid diquark condensate [2,3,4]. Studies of the hadron
spectrum confirm that in this regime there is a Gold-
stone excitation formed from a superposition of qq and q̄q̄
bound states [5,2,6]. There is also evidence for a change
in the level ordering of "- and #-meson states as density in-
creases [7,6]. Subsequent simulations probing higher den-
sities have found evidence for degenerate quark matter and
color deconfinement [8,9]. There have also been interest-
ing studies of the glueball spectrum [10] and the presence
of gauge field fluctuations with non-trivial topology [11,
12] in a dense medium.

It is, however, di!cult to assess this body of work sys-
tematically, because the results have been obtained with
di"ering lattice fermion formulations (staggered, Wilson),
di"ering numbers of quark flavors (Nf = 2, 4, 8), and even
di"ering matter representations (fundamental, adjoint).
Moreover, away from the continuum limit (lattice spacing
a " 0) staggered lattice fermions have global invariances
and symmetry breaking patterns distinct from those of the
continuum theory; this has a profound e"ect in theories
such as QC2D having real or pseudoreal matter represen-
tations, even influencing the nature of the Sign Problem
(see eg. [1]).

In this work we attempt to remedy the situation by
presenting results for Nf = 4 obtained with the same lat-
tice action used in previous studies with Nf = 2 [8,9].
It is intrinsically interesting to examine the influence of
varying the matter content on the theory’s ground state,
especially since Nf/Nc > 1 in this case, although it should
be immediately noted that the first two coe!cients of the

quark fermi gas and then 
unexpected  excess, which
we interpret as q’s on monos
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Fermionic)zero)modes)of)the)
monopoles)

•  Star4ng)in)the)simplest)Nc)=)2)theory)we)use)the)
term)“isospin”)instead)of)the)color.)Thus)the)
fundamental)(adjoint))quarks)have)isospin)T=1/2)
(1),)respec4vely.))

•  )grandspin)K)=)T)+)S)takes)values)1/2)+)1/2)=)0,)1)
and)1)+)1/2)=)1/2,)3/2)

•  From)the)number)of)zero)modes,)1)and)2)
respec4vely,)one)can)see)that)zero)modes)
correspond)to)K)=)0)and)K)=)1/2)in)those)two)
cases.))

Fermionic)zero)mode,)contd)

•  path)integral)with)one)complex)coefficient)=>)in)
the)operator)language,))a)pair)of)crea:on/
annihila:on)operators)with)the)algebra)[aa+])=)1)
requiring)representa:on)in)the)form)of)two)
states,)the)“empty”)and)“occupied”)ones.))

•  Exponen:al)prolifera:on)of)states)2Nf)!)
•  (for)those)in)doubts,)a)homework:)calculate)quantum)number)

and)mul:plicity)of)magne:c)states)in)N=4,Nf=0)SYM,)as)well)
as)N=2,)Nf=4.)You)should)find)that)both)are)E/M)selfdual)=>)
thus)conformal!)No)need)to)calculate)loops…))

So, quarks on the monopoles create spin-0 bosons

Adjoint fermions (gluinos) create fermions and (if several)
may create spin-1 (e.g. in N=4 SYM)

15



Adjoint(quarks(and(hints(from(SUSY(

•  Example(1:(Na=1,Nf=4(=>(like(N=2,(Nf=4(SYM(
which(is(fully(conformal.((The(difference(is(only(in(
scalars,(so(it(is(nearJconformal;(but(if(one(starts(
from(magneNc(formulaNon,(how(these(scalars(
not(to(appear?)((

•  Example(2:(Na=1,Nf=3(=>(like(N=2,(Nf=3(SYM((for(
which(SW(found(two(vacua:(one(4Jdegenerate(
has(confinement(and(chiral(symm.breaking,(
another(1Jdegenerate(has(only(confinement(with(
an(unusual(magneNc(charge(QM=2(

(

discussion(

•  Are(there(different((confinements?(

•  e.g.(BEC(of(monopoles(in(3+1(versus(vor;ces(in(
2+1.(So(what(happens(when(1dim(is(
compac;fied?((Cossu,(D’Elia(arXiv:0904.1353,(
Na=2(=>(two(confining(phases(found,(but(they(
are(separated(by(2(deconfined(ones,(and(we(do(
not(know(if(they(can(be(conMnuously(?))((

•  Or(BEC(of(the(QM=2(vs(QM=1(objects(in((((((((N=2,(
Nf=3(SYM:(can(one(find(each(of(them(and(find(out(
which(is(BEMCondenced?((

Unusual confinement is BEC of magnetic objects 
other than just magnetic monopoles: SW QCD 
with 3 flavors has two examples:
flavored monopoles or even composite di-
monopole bound by all 3 quarks !
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much stronger coupled QGP

QCD with many quarks, Nc=3 
•  Plotted 2Nc/g2(T) 
•  Diamonds are for 

chiral transition 
Miura,Lombardo and 
Pallante, arXiv:1110.3152  

•  Dotted: the 
confinement line, 
with a new phase  
A. Cheng, A. Hasenfratz 
and D. Schaich, arXiv:
1111.2317   

•  Horizontal 
dashed is E/M 
equilibrium (LS) 

> > 

> > 

(10)(10)

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

(9)(9)

> > 

(8)(8)
> > 

p3d plot pppmod, axesfont = Times, bold, 20 ;
p3 := PLOT ...

ppdash := [[11.,1.],[11, 2.4],[11.,7.]]; p2dash := plot(ppdash, 
linestyle=dash, thickness=2,color = black);

ppdash := 11., 1. , 11, 2.4 , 11., 7.
p2dash := PLOT ...

pconfd 8., 3.4 , 12., 1.35 :  p2confd plot pconf, linestyle = dot, thickness = 2, color 
= black ;

p2conf := PLOT ...

demd 0., 6.5 , 16., 6.5 ; p2em d plot dem, linestyle = dash, thickness = 2, color = blue ;
                       display p1, p11, p2dash, p2Aconf, p2Achi, pp2loop, pmod, p2conf, p2em ;

dem := 0., 6.5 , 16., 6.5
p2em := PLOT ...
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summary

• magnetic excitations: monopoles and dyons

• well defined if adjoint scalar: is dual 
superconductor idea right for QCD

• monopoles found on the lattice, make a Coulomb 
liquid and BEC at Tc

• contribute dominantly to kinetics: novel plasmas of 
e and g

• fermions on monopoles and confinement is an 
emerging field
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